iDSS & gDSS
Mobile Phone Client working with DSS Platform

Overview
gDSS & iDSS is mobile surveillance software designed for security field, working together with
DSS platform. It has user-friendly UI and offers fluent video playing experience, supports
multi-point touch and gesture recognition, enables real-time preview, playback, PTZ control
and E-map management of IP cameras, IP Speed dome cameras, DVR and NVR.

Features
gDSS & iDSS has the following features:
>1. Saving login information automatically
Login with a simple tap

iDSS & gDSS
>2. Multichannel real-time preview
Up to 32 channels preview at the same time
>3.Bit stream switch of video
Main stream/ sub stream, all up to you
>4. Local snapshot and recording
Keep surveillance picture and video, any time and any where
>5. Remote PTZ control through gesture
Focus on specific areas in the live video channel
>6. Audio talk
Make communication more convenience
>7.Quick/ slow play and rewind of record
Multiple ways to playback, grasp every detail
> 8. E-map
Support raster map and Gis map, easily get controlof cameras
> 9. Direct open of video channel from favorites
Add favorites oropenvideo from favorites with a simple tap
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Technical Specifications
Model
Version

gDSS
V2.10.001

iDSS
V2.10.001

Release Note

1. Brand-new UI interface, more elegant 1. Brand-new UI interface, more elegant
2. Adjustable playback, more user-friendly 2. Adjustable playback, more user-friendly
3. Add Favorite function, more considerate 3. Add Favorite function, more considerate
4. Add Raster icon, more powerful
4. Add Raster icon, more powerful
5. Remember login password, more 5. Remember login password, more
convenient
convenient

Requirements

CPU: 1Ghz
Memory: 1GB
System：Android2.3 and above
Resolution：800×480 and above

iPhone:iPhone4,4S,5,5S,6, 6Plus。
System: ios 7, ios 8
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